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ABOUT THE PEA

The Professional Employees Association (PEA) is a labour union formed in 1974 to represent licensed

professionals employed in the BC Public Service. Since that time, we have grown to support a wide range of

professionals in the education, legal, union and health care sectors. 
 

The PEA is divided into chapters. Each chapter represents a distinct workplace or group of professionals. The

PEA was certified to represent the staff lawyers at the Legal Services Society in 1981.

HISTORY OF LEGAL FUNDING IN  BC

The Legal Services Society (LSS) is a non-profit organization created by the LSS Act in 1979 to provide

legal information, advice, and representation services to people with low incomes.

 

Legal Aid funding and legal services in BC have been under attack for two decades. The largest ever cut to

funding came in 2002 when the BC government cut close to 30 million dollars of funding. These funding

cuts led to layoffs of 50 staff legal aid lawyers and vital services, including the entire poverty law function,

were eliminated. In 2010, another round of funding cuts resulted in a 50 per cent reduction to remaining staff

lawyers. Throughout the 2000s over 50 legal aid offices were closed across the province.

REVIEWS OF LEGAL AID  IN  BC

Over the past decade, there have been several reviews of Legal Aid in BC. The most recent, Roads to

Revival: An External Review of Legal Aid Service Delivery in British Columbia, provided many

recommendations on improving legal aid services in BC. Three recommendations were deemed the highest

priority in that report: 
 

RECOMMENDATION 15 - Create a Child Protection Clinic to help parents before child protection

concerns have reached the level of Ministry of Children & Family Development intervention, and to serve

as a practice resource centre for lawyers representing parents in contested child protection matters.

RECOMMENDATION 16 - Support the iterative and scalable development of Indigenous Justice Centres

as culturally safe sites for holistic legal aid service to Indigenous people.

RECOMMENDATION 18 - Fund and support an integrated network of independent community legal aid

clinics with teams of lawyers and advocates providing poverty law services.

 

The inspiration for Recommendation 18 comes from the LSS’s former Community Law Offices, shut down

by government a decade ago. The report states that “BC should develop specialty legal clinics that focus on

specific marginalized groups or particular areas of law that affect large numbers of low-income people.”
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RECENT ACTION ON LEGAL AID

In 2018 the LSS opened Parents Legal Centres (PLCs) in Campbell River, Duncan, Prince George and

Smithers. The PLCs help improve the chances that Indigenous children can stay at home with their families

instead of going into government care. The PLCs provide services early on, preferably when a government

social worker first contacts a parent about concerns for a child’s safety rather than after a child has already

been removed from their home.

 

The PLC in Campbell River opened in January and already the Child Protection Social Workers are actively

referring families to it because they recognize the benefit of the additional service to families. PLCs have

reduced the time children are in care because the lawyers are able to reduce animosity towards the social

workers and are better able to assist the parents in overcoming their issues such as anger and substance

abuse. This should result in less substance abuse in the future and stronger families. PLCs are better able to

prevent removal and Ministry involvement.

 

In April a one-time increase in funding by the BC Government and LSS averted a strike by the Association

of Legal Aid Lawyers (ALL). The funding provided a reprieve, allowing the parties to negotiate a framework

for future increases.

RECOMMENDATIONS ON LEGAL AID  FUNDING

Under the current legal aid system, two areas require additional resources: Aboriginal justice and civil legal

aid (family and poverty law). 
 

LSS and the BC Government have made positive changes by introducing PLCs.  These centres are making a

difference across the province. Inaccessibility to effective legal aid often results in long-term increases costs

due to children remaining in care longer, which also dramatically impacts the social well-being of individuals

and families. The BC Government needs to prioritize expanding PLCs and replicating this model to

Aboriginal justice, civil and family legal aid. Adequate legal aid services must be available to British

Columbians.

 

In addition to expanding PLCs and replicating the model to the other critical areas of need, the existing

services offered by LSS need increased funding. We request that the provincial government increase LSS

funding to the early 2000 levels, adjusted for inflation. Improved funding for existing services is necessary to

retain and recruit staff lawyers to perform the work needed to protect British Columbians. As full-time staff,

PLC lawyers are able to spend more time with clients and improve the quality of the legal advice to clients.

This is something that tariff lawyers cannot afford to do and are not inclined to do because the rates are so

low. Recruitment and retention will continue to be an issue if BC continues to underfund this essential public

service.
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